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~ Planetfall ~
2.966.3375.33

Corilian sat back in his quarters and swished the 800 year vintage Trokastel in
his hand as he flicked through a dataslate with information on their next job. It was a six
month journey to Vreugdu, The Capital of the Pho Sector in which their Inquisitor was
based. Lord Lucianus had sent them to investigate a friend of his' niece who had gone
missing and was connected to something she had joined, a new religious group called
"The Eternal Enlightenment." The pair had been brought into a briefing room on
Lucianus' Ship, 'Verdant Glory' for the briefing before being sent off on a simple cruise
liner ship.

The pair of them were to go undercover as nobles and help Florianus Norrett, his
friend, find out what happened to his niece. He had given them a small 'harmony meter',
a device the Enlightened use to check 'if someone is enlightened'. The one they had
been given was useless except that it had the same circuitry as the Tarot Card they had
recovered from Veranius on their last mission.

In his quarters, Corilian was wearing a simple black suit that a normal Noble of
some middle tier house would wear. His weapons were hidden in a case under his bed
except his bolt pistol which was on the side of the table next to a collection of dataslates
and an Imperial Aquilla chain wrapped around an old tattered book in black leather.

Dawn didn't like this at all. Undercover wasn't her thing. She was always the 'go
right into the thick of battle' type, if she could. Making sure to catch her kill and not to let
it get away. Undercover meant she couldn't do that and she was getting restless for
sure. She trusted Corilian and was fond of him at this point but she didn't like the fact he
practically forced her to do this mission as their other two normal companions had left
them for their own missions; doing gods know what. 

Still she became impatient and walked out of the bathroom they shared as she
got ready and looked to him rather upset and fed up. 

"Do I have to wear all this cloth?" She mumbled as she looked over herself.
Being in the red sleek dress sure did show off her hourglass figure but not enough to
show off her rather sizable muscles. The dress was cut in such a way from her hip down
to the ground so when she stood with her legs slightly apart it would show off her
smooth legs. 

She even had a bath, cleaned her hair, shaved her arms, legs, and had her nails
tidied along with some makeup packed. She tied her hair up in such a way could only be
seen as elegant. She was taught how to apply them before they had left and it wouldn't
be till they landed till she could put it on as she wasn't really the most stable when
putting on the eyeliner. 

"I feel exposed and shitty" She mumbled as she stood up before walking to the
end to glare at her high heels. 

"And can't I wear my boots? I can hardly walked in those shitty things." Although
it seemed no matter how hard they tried she just refused to be like a noble. 
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She knew how to be after the month of training in etiquette and politeness. Just
because she could do it didn't meant she wanted to. 

Corilian turned as he heard the door open and his hand stopped swishing the
alcohol around as his mouth stopped agape.

'Wow, she's… beautiful' he thought and then managed to catch himself from
staring like a juvie at his first strip club.

"You look amazing" he told her softly and motioned to the chair opposite him. "I
will admit that when… our employer… told us to go undercover, I was expecting you to
go as my bodyguard or something, not as a noble like me" He chuckled softly to himself
and sipped his drink. He motioned to a nearby servitor to bring over more drinks. 

No one had complimented her before and that honestly caught her off guard. She
was primitive… a loner and to be in a job require partners honestly never appealed to
her to begin with and yet here they were. 

Still she huffed and sat in a chair across slight from him as she grabbed the red
wine in the glass and glared to it almost, inspecting it. swishing it around as she had just
seen him do before smelling it. 

Although repulsed by the smell she couldn't help but take a sip and mused. 'not
bad'. She looked to him and sighed though her cheeks pink from him comment. 

"Still doesn't stop the fact I'm uncomfortable and I know I will blow us both… I
ain't no noble… far from it" 

"Don't drink too much of that, I don't want you getting drunk" He smirked and
stood up, walking to the table where he laid out the mission detail dataslate on the table.

"Lucianus told me we have some more help in Hive Tarsus, where we're helping
'our dear cousins' he emphasised the last three words to obviously mean he was lying. 

"Don't worry about the mission, I've been working for Lucianus longer than most
people currently around; he might seem like a short fuse sometimes, but he knows
when and who to send" Corilian explained.

"First things first, is make contact with Florianus Norrett, get the information from
him and then we can proceed from there. I'd like to make contact with the Eternal
Enlightenment myself, get a look at them." he explained, pulling out his  pistol and
checking the rounds before putting it back in  the holster. It seemed to be a nervous
thing he had, ever since they saw the demon back on Gregoruta 13Y, Corilian had
always kept a gun near him and always checked the magazines every so often.

There was a small shrill as the ship's internal comms came online followed by a
"Bing-bong" and a mechanical voice stating 

"Prepare for Inter-Space Transition". There was a sudden lurch as the ship
dropped out of the Inter-Space and began to drift into the system. The metal shields
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dropped out of the Inter-Space and began to drift into the system. The metal shields
over the windows began to open and the stars shone in through the now open windows
as the planet came into view. It would be about 10 hours before they were in orbit and
after breakfast, which Corilian had told Dawn to eat light for the trip down.

The shuttle was much better down this time than the one on their previous
mission, it was a higher priced shuttle and didn't fall apart as much on the way down.
Hive Tarsus rose across the horizon and was visible from orbit as a large black stain
under a smog field thousands of miles wide.

As the shuttle landed on a private hangar, the doors opened and Corilian
motioned to Dawn, holding his arm out like a Noble guiding his debutante or lover off the
shuttle. It was raining and a group of men holding large umbrella's ran forward to hold
them above their heads. The rain smelt metallic and the pad was filled with steam. 

A fiery red haired woman walks forward and throws her arms around Corilian'
shoulders, calling out suddenly with a squeal "Welcome to Tarsus, Cousin!" she then
motioned to the servants as she guides the pair to the hatch way inside. "There be time
for talking later, too drafty and wet out here" she winks, obviously meaning too many
ears around.

"How was your trip?" she asked softly and smiled. Guiding them through a large
hallway for about 20 minutes, gabbing on about the local food, places of interest, balls
and the like; the usual stuff Nobles always seem to talk about; Corilian jumped right in
and seemed to be at home pretending to be someone rich, laughing and talking in such
a way  that made him seem almost obnoxious and pompous, something different than
his normal ways.

Dawn didn't like it, not one bit but she played along as she nodded. 

"It was quite alright" She said softly with a small smile. Looping her arm around to
entwine with his and what she didn't like the most as all these pompous attitudes. She
knew it wasn't like him but it still didn't stop the fact that they had to act like this for such
a mission. 

Playing her role she stayed quiet till she was spoken too. That was it also helped
her as she bit her tongue not wanting to say something stupid or act stupid as she
slightly leaned on Corilian for support as she walked.
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~ Meeting With Dearest Cousins ~
2.966.3375.33

As the group entered the household area of the spire carved out for House
Norrett, Julia, as she had introduced herself to them, threw her coat over the arms of a
man stood behind one of the doors who stood with a statuesque posture and had his
arms out in front of him.

"Don't mind Great Uncle Thalus, The nobles of House Sibelius like to honour our
dead and keep them about to remind us of past glories, he has his uses though" she
smiled as she sorted out the coat on his arms.

"Make yourself comfortable, I'll go get my father"  she then walked off with a bow.
Corilian ordered a Trokastel from the servitor waiter and inspected 'Great Uncle Thalus'
with interest.

"Strange" he mumbled to himself. Looking around the room, Corilian stood over a
small box with a book inside.

"My original Imperial Creed from my days in the Navy," A deep gruff voice came
from the corner of the room as a man walked in with a slight limp to one side. The man
shook both their hands and smiled softly, 

"I am Florianus Norrett, Man of the House and 'your dear cousin'" he winked with
a smirk and rubbed his chin with an obvious metal Augmetic hand which he'd just tested
their grips with. Luckily Corilian had two Augmetic fingers so matched his grip just
enough.

"How is the old War-dog?" he asked, meaning Lucianus. 

Corilian nodded and said "Keeping together, however he sends his regrets for
your niece, and asked us to help out in anyway we can".

What followed was a few minutes of conversation about his missing niece, who
had joined the 'Eternal Enlightenment' and even Julia went with her once or twice to
make sure it was okay but she saw nothing but obsessive rich people there. 

The day before she went missing, Saia, the niece in question, had told Julia they
had told her she was 'true' and then disappeared the next day. The Directorate could
find nothing, no sign of struggle and her friends had no idea. Odolf had even paid for a
detective to help and looked in on the Enlightened, sending the meter he had found
back to Lucianus.

"My House and Julia and I are at your disposal" he added. "If you need anything,
we are here"

Corilian nodded and leaned forward "We will find out what happened to her, and
if you can get me in contact with your guy, I would like to talk to him" Odolf nodding and
said.
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"I will arrange it, but it may be the day after tomorrow"

"That will be okay. For now, I am going to rest" he looked at Dawn and said "Don't
have too much fun" he chuckled and left with Odolf, obviously talking about war and
their different jobs in the Navy and the Commissariat. Julia looked at Dawn and said

"My… your outfit is lovely but we have to do something more… " she grinned
widely, obviously not having someone to interact with in a long time and finding a
woman's more fun.

Blinking Dawn frowned and shook her head for the moment "Oh no no!" She
protested with a light smile, Although it seemed she didn't have much of a choice in the
matter as the boys went off without her. 

Sighing she lowered her head in submission before she followed Julia. "Fine
but… I'm not sure if the walls have eyes and ears you know…" She sighed as she
followed her through the home. "I also just don't fit in, I can't look as good as some other
nobles do I mean look at me!" She protested. "No one would be interested in someone
like me."

"It is fine, someone would be interested in you, I think your fellow agent might be
interested in ya" she winked teasingly. Leading the way into a side room full of clothes,
she began to try on dresses with her and do all the girly things a noble girl would do.

Meanwhile Corilian spoke with Odolf and discussed how they would go about the
mission. About dinner time, they had a large feast where they practised acting like
Nobles; Corilian explained that he's activated three other agents in the Hive to come
and help them, they'd be arriving tomorrow and meet them in the field. Just before they
left, Odolf explained that his 'man' would meet them in a middle hive bar called 'The
Howling Priest'.

That night they were shown to their room and each given their own room in the
guest section of the section the House Norrett inhabit in the hive's upper levels. 

Saying goodnight, Corilian left her for his own room. The next morning, they set
off for the middle Hive bar, they would be wearing normal looking clothing and not their
noble attire as the Nobility don't tend to come down from their High levels of the hive.

It would take an hour for the group get to the bar, armed green coated Directorate
troops bearing long ornately poles with glass lanterns eye them with amusement as they
pass from the high level to the middle tier.

The gloom of the middle hive thoroughfares, the tavern appears. The entrance is
set within a mouth of a massive dogs head that must have been a statue at some point,
The body of the womanly figure turned out to be the rest of the bar, hollowed out.

A young boy sat at the door, as they approached, he said "Welcome, the Howling
Priest observes the rule of first drawn, unworn styles barred. You are so warned", which
Dawn would know as the fact that if someone starts a fight, the weapon they use
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Dawn would know as the fact that if someone starts a fight, the weapon they use

dictates the level of weapons used, for instance if someone uses a knife, no guns
allowed. If someone uses anything above the level, everyone is able to kill him with no
penalties.

The inside of the building is formed of fallen masonry, with dark alcoves for
people to do deals in.  Approaching the bar in his long leather duster and hat, Corilian
ordered a beer and sat down, looking for their contact.

"You looking for someone?" The bartender asked. Corilian nodded back 

"Sure… ain't we all" he flipped out a coin and put it on the table, it was an old
Hive Tarsus coin that Odolf had given him, a sign to the bartender. 

He took the coin and motioned into the back. "Stay out here and cover me"
Corilian mumbled to Dawn and went into the back, where he sat down with a rather ugly
looking man covered in tattoo's. They began to have a deep conversation.

"Hey there darlin" a smooth voice spoke a few minutes later as a thinly guy slid
up beside her silently, he wore a full leather body-glove and a long fur jacket. 

"You look like someone who can handle herself… Name's Kell, Kell Grimwold" he
smirked and leaned against the bar. "Might I ask your name?"

Grabbing the free beer Corilian left behind she took a swig of it before shrugging. 

"Not bad" She mumbled before glancing over to the side at the other primitive
looking male who decided it would be a good idea to talk to her. 

No, that wasn't a good idea at all. "What's it to you fuck face?" She spat with a
smirk. What's better cover than a fight after all, she knew how people worked from her
world. Aggravate them and they won't think twice about arming. So with that she slipped
on her brass knuckle on one hand behind her back for a quick draw if needed. 

"Name's Dawn, but at least you don't look like the rest of the wimps here" She
mused before taking another gulp of beer down and ordering two. One for her and one
for him. 

Still not wanting things to start off right away she brought the guy a free drink, she
was loaded and didn't mind after all. On the plus side he might have information which
could help. He was a rough and gruff type like herself.

 "At least you didn't try some sleazy pick up, those are the worst, 'cus you know
all they want a good fuck and I ain't some slut ya'know" She mused and shrugged a
little. it had been a while since she talked to someone like herself and it felt rather nice
to relax for a few moments at least. 

"Oh rawr" The guy laughed as he made an animal noise as he moved his hand in
a claw motion. Kell smirked as he sipped his drink. 

"I would assume that our Grand Lord would have told you not to be so nasty to
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"I would assume that our Grand Lord would have told you not to be so nasty to

one of his fellow disciples" Sipping his drink again, he looked foul as he sipped it. 

"I can't believe they sell this frak" He shook his head and looked over as Corilian
approached.

"Alright, I paid the contact" He explained, looking to Kell and nodding before
saying 

"When the wind blows" to which Kell replied to the code:

"The flag flies loose" before the pair hugged in a laughing fit as Corilian turned to
Dawn

"This is Kell, one of the three contacts we'll be working with. He's like us" he
explained. 

"We've worked together for a while before." he added. "I've paid his fee and he'll
be collecting our information in two days. Tomorrow we've got a function that Julia's
taking us to. Kell, I'll go get the others, you go with Dawn and head back. Make sure you
are not followed" He told the pair and then left, pulling up his collar as he stepped
outside.

"Alright my love, let's go and meet this 'Julia' our little friend there told us about. I
heard she's very pretty and eats up all this spy shit" he smirked and slicked back his
hair before heading out.

Later that night, Corilian came back with two others to the high end area of the
Hive spire set aside and owned by their host. One was a Technophyte, female although
the technology attached to her would pull gender away from her very easily. She was
very short and hunched over from years of work at a desk, her mouth and nose were a
metal prosthetic with the mouth being a grill instead of lips and the nose simply not
being there at all.  She wore long red robes and a single mechanised arm sprouted from
her shoulder and was hidden under the robes.

"My name is Technophyte Apprentice Vana.. it is nice to meet you all" she spoke
rather shyly and made a small bow which didn't help her hunched posture. The second
person he came back with a man, he wore body armour more seen by the Determiner
police force than the military and a long navy blue duster. 

"Jackson" the guy introduced himself and shook everyone's hand with a firm grip
that showed he had a prosthetic hand or arm under the body armour. 

"I work for the Determiners, or I used to, until someone got me posted here" He
turned to Corilian who shrugged.

"Not my problem, take it up with the boss" he pointed up as if to the heavens.
After introductions and after dinner, Julia explained more about the function they were
going to. It was put on by more influential supporters of the Eternal Enlightenment and
was an invitation to all higher ranking families, being their 'noble cousins' they could
attend. 
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"Alright, we better have an early night" Corilian told them. "Prepare for
undercover ops tomorrow… Dawn, you and I are going in as nobles with Kell as either
our son, or my brother, depends what you wish to play him as…" he explained, turning
to Jackson. 

"You're playing our bodyguard with Vana as our scribe. Seeing as we're playing
grain merchants, it's a perfect appearance for her to be with us and she can record
everything with her cybernetics" he explained, sipping Trokastel from a tumbler glass.
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~ Party Time ~
2.967.3375.33

Arriving at the party, the large open courtyard stood as high as all the active
families in the Spire, making it one of the most powerful families on the planet. The view
from the northern wall is a single massive window that gives a magnificent view of the
setting sun and the restless sea that swirls about the granite cliffs below the western
reaches of Hive Tarsus.  The room is dark, lit by a few evenly spaced candles, the
luminous garments that were the fashion, suits laced with small lights and LED's, flicker
in the dark.

 All present are drinking from spun glass cups formed into spiralling galaxies. The
spiked punch has been touched with a trace of phosphorescence, causing each glass to
resemble a softly glowing star, soon extinguished by the nobles. Julia brought them here
to mingle with some high society and get close to Lady Sibyvinia Brolellius, the sponsor
of the party is a renown supporter of the Eternal Enlightenment, making it the perfect
occasion to get introduced to the high world of nobility.

 Corilian wore his fancy outfit, the suit laced with small LED's to give it a minor
star field background while Jackson wore a simple black suit, black shades that hid
sensors inside and allowed him to view other visual spectrum's.  Kell wore a similar suit
to Corilian but his was more flashy, being younger, the styles of the younger generation
were much more flashy and illuminated than the older generation, Corilian was playing
the older superior of the family rather than the sibling.

 Vana was dressed in a clean white robe which came with a hood, which she
pulled over her head. On her chest was a typing device similar looking to a typewriter
but had a holographic screen and fed out rolls of paper, acting as the scribe so much
she even dyed her fingertips with ink to give the effect of years of working with pens and
ink quills.

  Dawn was running late to the rest of the group as she was pretty much refusing
to do anything that 'her dear cousin' had asked her to do. So Julia left the spies to get a
feel for the atmosphere and the people to see to the stubborn woman. 

"No Julia, this is too far, I didn't mind the other shit you did but this. This is just
one step too far" She stated point to the dress. 

 "Look if you want to fit in you're going to have to do this. And no, you can't wear
any fur as it's more to do with light this month's fashion so do it or leave." Julia put her
foot down on this and Dawn knew she had too even if she didn't want too. 

 "Can I have some on the bottom of my shoes?" She asked hopefully. 

 "No" Julia stated. "Now do you need some help?" She offered. 

 Shaking her head Dawn sat down on the bed and began to change her
underwear. 

"No thanks… I'll meet you outside" She sulked a little and huffed as she began to
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"No thanks… I'll meet you outside" She sulked a little and huffed as she began to
change. 

"I know you'll look amazing!" She stated and waited for Dawn to come out. 

 Once she was ready about half-an-hour later, 'better late than never' Julia
thought. Walking inside the ball, with a arm looped around Julia's for support, her
cheeks began to blush as men stopped and looked to her, with a few women too.

 Her long and overgrown hair had been tamed and placed in plaits like a crown
around her head with the rest just sitting both over the top of it and underneath the
crown. Her breasts had been pushed up and her cleavage on show with the aid of her
black, half-cup bra, with the love 'V' coming down near her stomach, showing off some
of her muscles. The black dress also had a cut down the left side of the leg, showing
that off. With black high heels with some diamonds on them which sparkled under the
lights. 

 Around her neck was a black choker with a diamond star, hanging just the top of
her chest. Her dress had some small LED's too, which seemed to match the fashion.
Along with a pair of silk, black gloves coming up to her elbow. If only she had the
confidence to pull it off she would of fitted in perfectly with the setting. 

Frowning she soon came up to the group, she looked down at the floor feeling so
embarrassed as people continued to look at her. 

"Sorry I'm late…" She muttered quietly. A complete character change in such an
uncomfortable environment. It seemed her loud, rash and confident nature only
extended to situation in which she could protect herself or get into a fight. 

This was the complete opposite. She couldn't pop anyone in the cheek when they
were looking at her in the wrong way or way she didn't approve of. 

Corilian turned as the pair arrived up to them. His jaw dropped, as did Kell's a
little too.

"You look… amazing." Corilian managed to speak in a stuttered tone, the word
'Amazing' the only thing coming to his frazzled mind.

"Looking hot there toots" Kell spoke less colloquially. Holding out his arm for her
to take, Corilian turned and began to enter the party proper, Julia getting them in
through the doors of the house and into the large ballroom. There were many people
around already and some arriving as the group settled in.

 Julia introduced them to people she knew and pointed out the more important
guests. 

"Alright guys, let's do our job" Corilian subvocalized into his Vox Piece set into his
lapel and ear.

Kell began to talk to the youngest and most beautiful girls while Jackson went
around the outside, acting like a bodyguard keeping his eye on Corilian but also
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around the outside, acting like a bodyguard keeping his eye on Corilian but also
listening in on other people's conversations, as no one paid heed to the private hire.

Vana stayed close to Dawn for a little bit but soon wandered off to talk with a few
other scribes who were here near the buffet table.

Corilian motioned to Dawn that he was going to talk to a older gentleman
introduced as "Darius Yardley", a man looking about 50 but was in fact 150 thanks to the
regenerative treatments often purchased by the rich and well off. He wandered off and
began to talk to the man, first talking about the party, then private holdings before Darius
mentioned the sword at Corilian' belt, a ceremonial piece from Laurent's personal
armoury. 

The pair began to talk about weaponry and a long laugh from Darius followed by
"I like people who know their barrels from their backsides" showed Corilian was getting it
off with him pretty well.

After about two hours, a rather aged woman of about 40-50, but was probably
much older than that entered. Her outfit was designed so it was the most brightest light
source in the room; in the design of a supernova. Julia introduced her to Corilian as
"Lady Sibyvinia Brolellius", the hostess of the party. 

From a distance, it was obvious the pair were hitting it off very well, laughing and
talking intently. Corilian nodding along with what appeared to be real interest and Lady
Brolellius appearing to take real interest in him too. Soon the pair wandered off out a
side door and didn't come back for almost an hour until the final parts of the Party were
concluding.

 Drinks were handed out, a lime green drink in a fancy cup was handed out, but
could be declined. Corilian took hold of it and raised it in the toast that Lady Sibyvinia
began about the Eternal Enlightenment and its need to find the 'most holy and brightest'

Dawn honestly didn't feel very useful at the party. She wasn't really able to gather
much in the way of information that was useful even with her seductive looks and men
just fawning and gawking over her. 

 One male in particular began to talk to her as much as he could. Asking even the
mundane questions such as. 

"Are you sure you're okay? you don't look happy, the weather outside is beautiful,
want to go and see?" Among other useless prattle. 

 No matter how hard she tried, the male just would not stop, and her fist, which
was curled up tightly into a ball by her side and through gritted teeth, she still continued
to be polite and tried so hard not to sock him in the face. Rich men never got it even if a
woman wasn't interested and it was clear he was trying to bed the woman. 

 Leaving the party, Corilian sat in the back of the sky car and sighed. 

"Well, I didn't learn much but guess who I will be introduced to tomorrow." he
smirked and said "Counsellor Sigismond Moule" 
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Julia gasped and laughed. She really enjoyed the spy stuff in the party. "You're
meeting Moule… he's a significant part of the Eternal Enlightenment, he introduces
people to the Eternal Enlightenment and determines if they can join!" Corilian smirked
and sat back, pulling up his collar a little to hide a set of small marks.

 "Well I learnt some things too" Kell grumbled, not caring that his fly was still
undone and his shirt buttons mismatched.

Julia took them home, where Corilian relaxed in a side room wearing a simple
pair of formal trousers and shirt, staring out into the hive city past the grand windows of
the study.

 He held a tumbler of Trokastel in his hand and a weapon at his hip. With a groan
he relaxed back in a chair and ran a hand over his sore neck. 

Once in though away from the public eyes Dawn almost tore off the clothes she
was wearing and back into the normal attire of Trousers and a shirt. 

 "Aaaahhh nothing more comfortable… The god damned dress was starting to
irritate me" She muttered before pouring herself a generous amount of alcohol. Sitting
across from him she looked over and sighed. 

"So what's next?" 

 "Next, is we meet our contact down in the slum area of the middle hive, and get
the information that our host here has been unable to get" he explained, swishing the
drink around in his hand as he took a slow sip and sighed. 

"It's going to be dangerous and we will need to carry weapons, but ones we can
hide; we are going to still be in public" he explained and smiled.

 "You might get to change out your dress for your leathers" she chuckled and
smiled, "Although I will say; you're very pretty in that dress.." Looking at the amount she
poured into the glass, he made a little sour face. 

"And you know that Trokastel is a rare vintage, it shouldn't just be chugged like
that…" he let a small smile peek the corner of his lips.

 Going to bed and wishing her a goodnight, Corilian got up the next morning and
dressed in the Middle-Hive costume, a large trench coat and simple shirt and trousers. 

He strapped his pistols and chain-sword to his belt. Meeting the party in the lobby
of the house, they walked down through the hustle and bustle to the meeting place to
meet Jamir; the bounty hunter who had the information they had paid for the previous
day in the bar.

 Looking around the busy street, Corilian motioned to their team, telling them to
spread out and looked to Dawn. "Stick close to me"


